In this paper, we develop a method for constructing tolerance bounds for functional data with random warping variability. In particular, we present a general technique that is able to appropriately model both amplitude and phase variabilities. In particular, it is desirable to define a generative, probabilistic model for such observations. The model is expected to properly and parsimoniously characterize the nature and variability in the baseline data. Based on the proposed model, we define two different types of tolerance bounds that are able to measure both types of variability, and as a result, identify when the data has gone beyond the bounds of amplitude and/or phase. The first functional tolerance bounds are computed via a bootstrap procedure on the geometric space of amplitude and phase functions. The second functional tolerance bounds utilize functional Principal Component Analysis to construct a tolerance factor. This work is motivated by two main applications: process control and disease monitoring. The problem of statistical analysis and modeling of functional data in process control is important in determining when a production has moved beyond a baseline. Similarly, in many biomedical applications, doctors use long, approximately periodic signals (such as the electrocardiogram) to diagnose and monitor diseases. In this context, it is desirable to identify abnormalities in these signals. We additionally consider a simple simulated example to assess our approach and compare to two existing methods.
1. Introduction. A significant amount of data collected in biomedical applications, process monitoring, and reliability engineering is in the form of functions where each data object is a collection of data points over some index (e.g., time or frequency). In these applications the goal is often to provide estimates on the range in which a certain proportion of the population of functions is expected to fall while accounting for sampling uncertainty. With this goal in mind, this paper focuses on developing theoretically sound methods for constructing tolerance bounds for functional data. Tolerance bounds are confidence bounds on quantiles and can be used to construct ranges within which 'there is (1 − α)100% confidence that (1 − p)100% of the population of functional data falls' [8] . For an equal-tailed tolerance bound, the upper bound is an upper confidence bound on the 1 − p/2-quantile, while the lower bound is a lower confidence bound on the p/2-quantile. Such a notion of tolerance bounds is important in many biomedical applications for disease monitoring, where long periodic signals serve as the main data object.
In applications that involve collection and analysis of functional data, it is common to ignore the dataset's functional nature and only extract key scalar features on which to base inferences. For example, in monitoring of an electrocardiogram of a patient, it is often desirable to identify periods when a heart beat is outside of normal rhythm. Key scalar features in this case could be the periodicity of the electrocardiogram or the time between heart beats. The statistical analysis would then proceed by making inferential statements, such as constructing tolerance bounds, on the key features only. Common examples of other mathematical features extracted for such analyses include local maxima and minima, the number of peaks, or a rate of change at a particular point on the function. As an alternative to extracting and analyzing a finite set of key features, the functional data can be first discretized, and treated as a finite vector; in this approach, many tools from standard multivariate analysis become available; these include principal component analysis, which is allows one to understand the different principal modes of variation in the given data. However, this approach ignores the functional (smoothness) structure of the data. Furthermore, it does not account for potential variation in the horizontal direction, explained in the following paragraph, that can make such a crosssectional analysis less meaningful.
Alternatively, there has been considerable effort in statistics to develop methods that can analyze functional data objects without loss of information. Such methodology is known as functional data analysis and has a rich history in statistics. An excellent introduction to this field is given in several books including [23] , [5] , and [28] . An interesting aspect of most functional data is that the underlying variability can be ascribed to two sources. These two sources are termed the amplitude (or y or vertical) variability and the phase (or x or horizontal or warping) variability. Capturing these two sources of variability is crucial when modeling and monitoring functional data in a process control architecture, and can greatly affect the construction of tolerance bounds. In this work, we refer to functional data that contains both amplitude and phase variability as elastic. This important concept is illustrated in Figure 1 through a simulated example. The observed functions are generated according to the equation y i (t) = z i e −(t−a i ) 2 /2 , t ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, . . . , 29, where z i are i.i.d. N (1, (0.05) 2 ) and a i are i.i.d. N (0, (1.25) 2 ). The top left panel shows the simulated functions; each sample function is unimodal with slight variability in the height of the peak and large variability in its placement. The relative heights of the peak can be attributed to the amplitude variability, while the different locations of the peak constitute the phase variability. The cross-sectional (pointwise) mean of this data is shown in the top middle panel. This mean ignores the phase variability which results in averaging out of the main unimodal feature in amplitude and phase. If tolerance bounds where to be constructed using this cross-sectional approach, the shape of the data would be lost, and the bounds would not capture the true underlying variability in the data. Alternatively, the phase variability can be accounted for by first aligning the functions. As an example, the top right panel shows time-aligned functions. The alignment involves a transformation of the horizontal axis via warping functions shown in the bottom left panel. The aligned functions capture the amplitude variability while the warping functions capture the phase variability. The cross-sectional mean of the aligned functions (amplitude) is shown in the last panel, where the sharp unimodal structure of the original data is retained. The tolerance bounds developed in this work provide bounds that maintain the shape of the data by accounting for both directions of variability.
1.1. Past Work and Contributions. Recently, Storlie [30] developed a method to test the shape of a population of curves using a B-Spline basis, and a hierarchical Gaussian process approach to form confidence intervals. Rathanyake [24] developed tolerance bounds for functional data using functional principal component analysis (fPCA). Sun [31] developed a boxplot display for functional data, which provides a nice visualization technique for a sample of functions. This approach can also detect functional outliers. These methods do not take into account the amplitude and phase variability present in functional data, i.e., they assume that the data (1) does not need to be aligned or (2) has already been aligned using some unrelated criterion. The first assumption is unrealistic in process control applications while the second approach results in suboptimal solutions due to the distjointedness of two procedures. A more systematic approach is to develop methods that build the alignment step into the statistical procedure.
A couple of papers have taken into account phase-varability in monitoring functional data. Lewis [18] expanded upon the generative model of [33] and used a bootstrap approach to generate tolerance bounds. However, the phase variability in this method was lost, and the generated tolerance bounds did not maintain the shape of the original data. Grasso [7] developed an idea similar to [30] for process monitoring. In this work, they built the align-ment of the data into their procedure, where they used warping functions that are generated from a parametric model in conjunction with functional PCA. However, the L 2 metric they used for alignment and construction of the subsequent bounds has serious theoretical limitations (e.g., the pinching effect) as described in [21] . Additionally, the use of a parametric model for warping functions may not be flexible enough to achieve good alignment in general applications.
In a recent paper, Xie [35] developed an alternative visualization approach to the method of [31] , that directly takes warping variability into account in the construction of the boxplot displays. Their method is based on the Riemannian geometry of the amplitude and phase representation spaces and builds upon the general elastic functional data analysis framework presented in [29] , [14] , and [33] . Our approach also builds upon that work by generalizing to arbitrary quantile estimates while accounting for sampling uncertainty.
In this paper, we present two methods for computing tolerance bounds for functional data observed under random warping variability. First, using a modification of the joint fPCA approach developed in [17] , we create a generative model for amplitude-phase functions. One can then sample from this model and use the bootstrap approach to construct tolerance bounds on the amplitude and phase components separately. The benefit of this approach is that the tolerance bounds maintain the shape of the original data while capturing both amplitude and phase variability. This approach is similar to Rathnayake's, but the method fails to account for the phase variability, which greatly affects the structure of the tolerance bounds.
The second approach also uses the previously mentioned joint fPCA method, and constructs the tolerance bounds in the joint amplitude-phase coefficient space (after projecting onto the lower dimensional space spanned by the eigenvectors of the covariance). To do this, a multivariate Gaussian model is assumed for joint amplitude-phase fPCA coefficients and a tolerance factor is computed. A new function, which one would like to test, can be projected onto the same coefficient space and its tolerance score can be compared to the tolerance factor. This approach is similar in spirit to the elastic functional statistical process control (fSPC) presented in [32] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2, we review the relevant material from elastic functional data analysis and develop a joint amplitude-phase fPCA model. Section 3 describes the two methods for constructing tolerance bounds for elastic functional data. In Sections 4 and 5, we report the results of applying the proposed approach to a simulated dataset and two real datasets from different application domains. Finally, we close with a brief summary and some ideas for future work in Section 6.
2. Combined Phase-Amplitude fPCA. We begin by giving a short review of the combined phase-amplitude fPCA method of [17] , with a slight modification which will be described clearly in later sections. Their method is based on the functional data analysis approach outlined in [29] , [14] , and [33] ; see those references for more details on this background material.
Let f be a real-valued function with the domain [0, 1]; this domain can be easily generalized to any other compact subinterval of R. For concreteness, only functions that are absolutely continuous on [0, 1] will be considered and we let F denote the set of all such functions. In practice, since the observed data are discrete anyway, this assumption is not a restriction. Also, let Γ be the set of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of the unit interval [0, 1]: Γ = {γ : [0, 1] → [0, 1]| γ(0) = 0, γ(1) = 1, γ is a diffeomorphism}. Elements of Γ play the role of warping functions. For any f ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ, the composition f • γ denotes the time-warping of f by γ. With the composition operation, the set Γ is a Lie group with the identity element γ id (t) = t. This is an important observation since the group structure of Γ is seldom utilized in past papers on functional data analysis.
As described in [33] , there are two metrics to measure the amplitude and phase variability of functions. These metrics are proper distances, one on the quotient space F/Γ (i.e., amplitude) and the other on the group Γ (i.e., phase). The amplitude or y-distance for any two functions f 1 , f 2 ∈ F is defined to be
where q(t) = sign(ḟ (t)) |ḟ (t)| is known as the square-root slope function (SRSF) (ḟ represents the derivative of f ). The optimization problem in Equation 2.1 is most commonly solved using a Dynamic Programming algorithm; see [25] for a detailed description. If f is absolutely continuous, then q ∈ L 2 ([0, 1], R) [25] , henceforth denoted by L 2 . For properties of the SRSF and the reason for its use in this setting, we refer the reader to [27] , [21] and [16] . Moreover, it can be shown that for any γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Γ, we have
i.e., the amplitude distance is invariant to function warping.
2.1. Simplifying Geometry of Γ. The space of warping functions, Γ, is an infinitedimensional nonlinear manifold, and therefore cannot be treated as a standard Hilbert space. To overcome this problem, we will use tools from differential geometry to perform statistical analyses and to model the warping functions. The following framework was previously used in various settings including; (1) modeling re-parameterizations of curves [26] , (2) putting prior distributions on warping functions [12] and [19] , (3) studying execution rates of human activities in videos [34] , and many others. It is also very closely related to the square-root representation of probability density functions introduced by [1], and later used for various statistical tasks (see e.g., [13] ).
We represent an element γ ∈ Γ by the square-root of its derivative ψ = √γ . Note that this is the same as the SRSF defined earlier, and takes this form sinceγ > 0. The identity γ id maps to a constant function with value ψ id (t) = 1. Since γ(0) = 0, the mapping from γ to ψ is a bijection and one can reconstruct γ from ψ using γ(t) = t 0 ψ(s) 2 ds. An important advantage of this transformation is that since ψ 2 = 1 0 ψ(t) 2 dt = 1 0γ (t)dt = γ(1) − γ(0) = 1, the set of all such ψs is the positive orthant of the Hilbert sphere Ψ = S + ∞ (i.e., a unit sphere in the Hilbert space L 2 ). In other words, the square-root representation simplifies the complicated geometry of Γ to a unit sphere. The distance between any two warping functions, i.e., the phase distance, is exactly the arc-length between their corresponding SRSFs on the unit sphere S ∞ : 2.2. Mapping to the Tangent Space at Identity Element. While the geometry of Ψ ⊂ S ∞ is more tractable, it is still a nonlinear manifold and computing standard statistics remains difficult. Instead, we use a tangent (vector) space at a certain fixed point for further analysis. The tangent space at any point ψ ∈ Ψ is given by:
To map between the representation space Ψ and tangent spaces, one requires the exponential and inverse-exponential mappings. The exponential map at a point ψ ∈ Ψ denoted by exp ψ :
where v ∈ T ψ (Ψ). Thus, exp ψ (v) maps points from the tangent space at ψ to the representation space Ψ. Similarly, the inverse-exponential map, denoted by exp −1 ψ : Ψ → T ψ (Ψ), is defined as
. This mapping takes points from the representation space to the tangent space at ψ. The tangent space representation v is sometimes referred to as a shooting vector, as depicted in Figure 2 . The remaining question is which tangent space should be used to represent the warping functions. A sensible point on Ψ to define the tangent space is at the sample Karcher meanμ ψ (corresponding toμ γ ) of the given warping functions. For details on the definition of the sample Karcher mean and how to compute it, please refer to [33] .
Model for combined functional principal components.
To model the association between the amplitude of a function and its phase, Lee [17] uses a combined function g C on the extended domain [0, 2] (for some C > 0):
only contains the function's amplitude (i.e., after groupwise alignment to the mean via SRSFs). Furthermore, Lee assumes that g C ∈ L 2 ([0, 2], R). The parameter C is introduced to adjust for the scaling imbalance between f * and v. In the current work, we make a slight modification to the method of [17] . In particular, it seems more appropriate to construct the function g C using the SRSF q * of the aligned function f * , since q * is guaranteed to be an element of L 2 . Thus, with a slight abuse in notation, we proceed with the following joint representation of amplitude and phase:
where C is again used to adjust for the scaling imbalance between q * and v.
Henceforth, we assume that q * and v are both sampled using T points, making the dimensionality of g C ∈ R 2T . Then, given a sample of amplitude-phase functions {g C 1 , . . . , g C n }, and their sample meanμ C g = [μ q * μ C v ], we can compute the sample covariance matrix as
Taking the Singular Value Decomposition,
we calculate the joint principal directions of variability in the given amplitude-phase functions using the first p ≤ n columns of U C g . These can be converted back to the original representation spaces (F and γ) using the mappings defined earlier. Moreover, one can calculate the observed principal coefficients as g C i , U C g,j , for the i th function and the j th principal direction of variability. The superscript of C is used to denote the dependence of the principal coefficients on the scaling factor. This framework can be used to visualize the joint principal geodesic paths. First, the matrix U C g is partitioned into the pair (U C q * , U C v ). Then, the amplitude and phase paths within one standard deviation of the mean are computed as
where τ ∈ [−1, 1], Σ g,jj and U C j are the j th principal component variance and direction of variability, respectively (note that the meanμ C v is always zero). Then, one can obtain a joint amplitude-phase principal path by composing f * C τ,j (this is the function corresponding to SRSF q * C τ,j ) with γ C τ,j (this is the warping function corresponding to v C τ,j ). The results of the above procedure clearly differ for variations of C. For example, using small values of C, the first few principal directions of variability will capture more amplitude variation, while for large values of C, the leading directions reflect more phase variation. Lee presents a data-driven method for estimating C for a given sample of functions. We use this approach in the current work to determine an appropriate value of C.
Statistical Model of Functions via fPCA.
To develop statistical models for capturing the phase and amplitude variability, there are several possibilities. Once we have obtained the fPCA coefficients for the combined phase and amplitude variability we can impose probability models directly on the coefficients. This in turn induces a distribution on the function space F. Let c = (c 1 , . . . , c k ) be the k dominant principal coefficients of the combined model as described in the previous two sections. Recall that the coefficients are constructed using
The vector c is modeled using a multivariate Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean and covariance Σ, i.e., c ∼ N k (0, Σ)
By construction of the principal coefficients, the mean vector is zero and the covariance is a k × k diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements of the covariance are estimated directly using the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix, σ C 1 , . . . , σ C k . The model on the fPCA scores induces a probability model on F and provides a means of efficiently sampling functions that exhibit the amplitude and phase variability of the original data.
3. Functional Tolerance Bounds. In this section, we provide two methods for calculating tolerance bounds for functional data in the presence of warping variability. In general, we seek bounds which guarantee that with (1 − α)100% confidence, (1 − p)100% of the data falls within these bounds [8] . Our first approach uses the statistical bootstrap to construct tolerance bounds sampling from the model on the fPCA coefficients. The second method provides the tolerance bound in the fPCA coefficient space using a tolerance factor based on the multivariate Gaussian model. We provide a detailed description of both of these procedures next.
3.1. Method 1: Bootstrapped Geometric Tolerance Bounds. First, we construct statistical bounds using bootstrapping from the fPCA-based model described in Section 2.4, and provide a means of characterizing the uncertainty in the original functional data. Bootstrapping refers to repeated sampling from the model, and this process can be used to construct confidence bounds for essentially any quantity of interest. For a detailed overview of statistical bootstrap techniques see [3] and [4] .
For two-sided tolerance bounds, there is both an upper and a lower bound. The upper tolerance bound is an upper confidence bound on an upper population quantile. The lower tolerance bound is a lower confidence bound on a lower population quantile. In this sense, tolerance bounds are simply confidence bounds on population quantiles. Construction of equal-tailed tolerance bounds using the bootstrap approach is described as the following procedure:
1. Sample n functions from the constructed generative model described in Section 2.4, resulting in a random sample g C i , i = 1, . . . , n. 2. From g C i extract the amplitude functions (SRSFs) q * i and vectors v i . The random warping functions can be constructed using γ i (t) = t 0 (expμ ψ (v i (s))) 2 ds. 3. Estimate the p/2 and (1 − p/2) quantiles of the set of random SRSF-based amplitudes and random warping functions, denoted by (q * p/2 , q * 1−p/2 ) and (γ p/2 , γ 1−p/2 ), respectively. There are many ways to estimate quantiles for functional data, with the cross-sectional (pointwise) approach being most popular ( [18] ). We propose to use the geometric method of [35] , which relies on the Riemannian geometry of the amplitude and phase spaces. In that paper, Xie et al. compute quartiles, but their method can be easily extended to calculate general quantiles. 4. Repeat steps 1-3 S times for a large S (S should be large enough relative to α to provide stable bounds). This results in a collection (of size S) of (q * p/2 , q * 1−p/2 ) and (γ p/2 , γ 1−p/2 ). 5. Calculate the α/2 and (1 − α/2) quantiles of the S samples of (q * p/2 , q * 1−p/2 ) and (γ p/2 , γ 1−p/2 ). These quantiles form (1 − α)100% bootstrap tolerance bounds with (1 − p)100% coverage. 6. The amplitude tolerance bounds are pulled back to the quotient space F/Γ via integration. For display of these quantiles we use the surface method of [35] for both the amplitude and phase components.
Method 2:
Combined fPCA-based Tolerance Region. The second approach to construct tolerance bounds is to directly use the fPCA-based multivariate Gaussian model that is constructed on the principal coefficients. A general approach to constructing tolerance regions using the model given in [11] , and is outlined next. Using this approach, a new sample function can be tested against the tolerance factor as follows. Let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R d be random samples from a k-variate Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ. The sample mean vectorx and the sums of squares and cross-product matrix A are defined as:
A tolerance region that contains at least p proportion of the data from a N k (µ, Σ) distribution with β confidence is given by
The parameter b is known as the tolerance factor, and is determined by the following probability condition: The exact method of computing b is known to be extremely difficult and there are multiple approximations that have been proposed in the literature (see [10] for multiple methods). In this work, we use the recent approach of [11] due to its known accuracy and precision. Note that in the fPCA coefficient spacex = 0 by construction which simplifies the computation.
Simulation Results.
In this section, we present results on a simulated dataset and compare the proposed approaches to the recent methods of Lewis [18] and Rathanayke [24] . The method of Lewis et al, is closely related to our work of of important in comparison. In all of the plots in the following sections, we re-scale the domain of the functional observations and warping functions to [0, 1] for simplicity.
Method 1:
Bootstrapped Geometric Tolerance Bounds. First, we provide a numerical simulation for the bootstrapped geometric tolerance bounds method. For this purpose, we generate data previously used in [9] . The individual functions are given by: y i (t) = z i,1 e −(t−1.5) 2 /2 + z i,2 e −(t+1.5) 2 /2 , t ∈ [−3, 3], i = 1, 2, . . . , 21, where z i,1 and z i,2 are i.i.d. N (1, (0.25) 2 ). Each of the simulated functions are then warped according to:
where γ id (t) = t is the identity warping. Here, a i are equally spaced between −1 and 1, and the observed functions are computed by composition using f i = y i • γ i . A set of 30 such functions forms the original data and is shown in Figure 3 (a). The aligned functions (amplitude) and corresponding warping functions (phase) are shown in Figure 3 (b) and (c), respectively. Given that we have the phase-amplitude separation of the simulated data, we can calculate the principal directions of variability using the combined fPCA method defined in Section 2. Figure 4 shows the results of this procedure on the simulated dataset presented in Figure 3 . We Next, we calculate tolerance bounds for the simulated data using the bootstrap approach presented in Section 3.1. Using the combined amplitude and phase fPCA computed in the previous section, we impose a multivariate Gaussian model using the first four principal directions. We perform 500 bootstrap re-samples; within each iteration, we sample 30 functions to calculate the tolerance bounds. We use this procedure to compute the tolerance bound with 99% coverage with a confidence level of 95%. Figure 5 presents the tolerance bounds for the (a) amplitude and (b) phase. The upper bound is shown in red and the lower bound is shown in blue. Given the structure of the original data, the bounds are intuitive for the phase component. However, the amplitude bounds overlap, i.e., for the first peak the lower bound is above the upper bound while the second peak, the lower bound is below the upper bound. While this result may seem counterintuitive at first, it stems from the geometric approach to generate the quantiles. [35] comment on this in their paper and propose a surface plot using the proper metrics to display the quantiles. We thus use the same approach here, and present such surface plots for the amplitude and phase components in Figure 6 Figure 7 (a) presents the tolerance bounds calculated using the approach of [24] . Comparing these bounds with those presented in Figure 5 , we see some striking structural differences. In particular, in Figure 7 (a), it is difficult to determine the relative contributions of amplitude and phase to the tolerance bounds. Moreover, the upper and lower bounds are not representative of the actual shape of the original functions, and both exhibit more than just the two peaks found in the data. This is due to the fact that the bounds were computed in a cross-sectional manner without accounting for warping variability. Figure 7 (b) presents the tolerance bounds calculated using the approach of [18] , as it is the most similar to our method in using phase variability. Again, comparing these bounds with those presented in Figure 5 , we see some structural differences. Both the upper and lower bounds do not accurately capture the true underlying shape of the given data.
Next, we generate an additional set of random functions from our combined fPCA model to check the coverage of the calculated tolerance bounds. We study the performance of our method based on three sets of tolerance bounds at the 90% coverage rate with confidence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99%. We first generate 100 random functions; for each function we compute its SRSF (q) and warp it toμ q to extract the corresponding warping function γ and the aligned SRSF (q * ). We then compute the 90% quantile, and compare q * and γ to the corresponding tolerance bounds; the entire function must fall within the tolerance bound. This process is repeated 500 times and the corresponding estimated confidence values are shown in Table 1 To show the effect of confidence (α) on the tolerance bounds, we generated three tolerance bounds for α = .01, 05, and .1. Figure 8 presents the surface plots tolerance bounds for the (a) amplitude and (b) phase. The red curve is for the 99% confidence tolerance bound, the blue curve for the 95% confidence tolerance bound, and lastly the green curve for the 90% confidence tolerance bound. All of these bounds were generated for 90% coverage. As the confidence increases the bounds move outward in distance from the median as once would expect in both cases. For the phase case the 95% and 90% bounds are extremely close. The purple curve is showing one curve that falls outside the 90% bound for amplitude and phase and in fact falls outside all three bounds in amplitude. The surface plot is able to accurately display the bounds and curves in nice separated way. 
Method 2:
Combined fPCA-based Tolerance Region. In this section, we calculate tolerance bounds for the simulated dataset using the fPCA basis approach presented in Section 3.2. Again, we impose a multivariate Gaussian model using the first four principal directions of variability as in the previous section. We calculate a tolerance region with 99% coverage with a confidence level of 95%. However, this method constructs the tolerance region directly on the fPCA coefficient space.
To calculate the tolerance factor based on our multivariate model, we use Algorithm 2 in [11] with 100,000 iterations; the resulting tolerance factor b for this dataset, and the retained dimension of four, is 32.1731. For different dimensions of the multivariate Gaussian model, the tolerance factor can be easily calculated using the above-mentioned algorithm or via the tables provided by [11] . Each function that needs to be tested can then be projected onto the fPCA basis. Based on the resulting fPCA coefficients, we compute the function's tolerance score and compare it to the tolerance factor. Figure 9 presents a histogram of the tolerance scores for all 21 functions in the simulated dataset. All of the scores fall within the calculated tolerance factor; this is expected as the tolerance bound has 99% coverage, and was calculated using the same data. If a function varied much more in its phase or amplitude from the given data, then the confidence score could be larger than the tolerance factor. Again, we generate an additional set of random functions from our model to check the coverage of the calculated tolerance region. As previously, we study the performance of our method based on three sets of tolerance regions at the 90% coverage rate with confidence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99%. We first generate 100 random functions, and for each function, we compute its SRSF (q). The SRSF is then warped toμ q to extract the corresponding warping function γ and aligned SRSF (q * ). The warping function is mapped to the tangent space at the warping mean, which can be computed using the algorithm described in [35] . The function g C is then calculated and projected into the fPCA space. We calculate the 90% quantile in the coefficient space as well as the tolerance scores for each of the functions; the tolerance scores are then compared to the tolerance factor. We repeat this process 500 times, and report the estimated confidence values in Table 2 for each tolerance bound. Under this approach, the simulated confidence values are more conservative than expected.
99%
95% 90% fPCA 99.20 98.40 97.00 Table 2 Simulated confidence values for a 90% coverage tolerance region using the combined fPCA-based approach.
Applications to Real Data.
Here, we present results on two real datasets: (1) axial weld data and (2) PQRST complexes extracted from electrocardiogram (ECG) signals ( [15] ). For each of the examples, we study the effectiveness of the proposed approaches in the calculation of the tolerance bounds, specifically in capturing the amplitude and phase variabilities.
Weld Data.
The weld data consists of weld residual stress (WRS) measurements from welds in nuclear power plants. WRS contributes to the formation and growth of cracks within welds. Accurately understanding WRS and the associated uncertainty is essential for the prediction and prevention of stress-induced cracks in nuclear power plants ( [18] ). This dataset consists of WRS measurements obtained by releasing strain using two methods: the first is known as the deep hole drilling method (DHD) while the second is known as the contour method. For a description of these methods see [22] and [20] . Figure 10 (a) presents the original functions for the contour measurement along the axial direction of the weld. While the dataset is small, the motivation to construct tolerance bounds is to provide a conservative estimate of the uncertainty in the WRS measurements, which was assessed by subject matter experts before applying the results to predict stress-induced cracks. There appears to be significant amplitude variability and some small additional phase variability in these functional measurements; not accounting for the phase variability can affect summary statistics and tolerance bound calculations. Figure 10 bounds were again calculated using 500 bootstrap resamples with a sample size of 10 functions in each iteration. Both tolerance bounds have 99% coverage with a 95% confidence level. Figure 12 shows the surface plot of the tolerance bounds for the phase and amplitude components. This is the same dataset used by [18] , and it is clear that our tolerance bounds are more representative of the shape in the original data; furthermore, the separate bounds on phase and amplitude show the overall contribution of each source of variability. This impact is lost in the tolerance bounds generated by [18] . paring these bounds with those presented in Figure 11 , we see differences, particularly in the first peak. Figure 13 (b) presents the tolerance bounds calculated using the approach of [18] , as it is the most similar to our method in using phase variability. Again, comparing these bounds with those presented in Figure 11 , we see some structural differences. Both the upper and lower bounds do not accurately capture the true underlying shape of the given data. Moreover, the both fail to correctly exhibit the phase variability in the data, which contributes significantly to the first peak and valley location. The first row in Table 3 presents the calculated tolerance factor for this dataset for a tolerance region with 99% coverage and 95% confidence. The tolerance factor was calculated using two principal components. In this case, since the dataset contains only five samples, the tolerance factor is quite large due to sampling uncertainty. The mean of the tolerance scores computed for each of the functions in this data is smaller than the tolerance factor. However, with a larger sample size the tolerance factor would be much smaller. 
PQRST
Complexes from ECG Biosignals. The electrocardiogram (ECG) data used in this work was obtained from the PTB Diagnostic ECG Database ([2]) on PhysioNet ( [6] ). The ECG is a medical diagnostic tool that is routinely used to monitor the function of the heart, and is standard for diagnosing and monitoring various heart diseases and conditions. This dataset consists of 80 PQRST complexes (each complex corresponds to a single heartbeat; PQRST refer to the five peak and valley features in each complex) segmented from a long ECG signal. The data was segmented using the method presented in [15] . Figure 14 (a) displays the original PQRST complex functions; the aligned functions (amplitude) and corresponding warping functions (phase) are shown in panels (b) and (c), respectively. There is significant amplitude and phase variability in this dataset. Figure 15 presents the bootstrapped tolerance bounds for (a) amplitude and (b) phase. We again use 500 bootstrap resamples with a sample size of 50. Both tolerance bounds have 99% coverage with a 95% confidence level. Figure 16 shows the corresponding surface plots. The amplitude tolerance bounds capture the relative sizes of the three peaks and two valleys. This is well-demonstrated in the surface plot in Figure 16 also exhibit the variability in the location of the three peaks. Figure 17 (a) presents the tolerance bounds calculated using the approach of [24] . Comparing these bounds with those presented in Figure 15 , we see very different structural differences. In particular, in Figure 17 (a), it is difficult to determine the relative contributions of amplitude and phase to the tolerance bounds and what the lower bound actually means to a ECG signal. Both bounds are not representative of the actual shape of a PQRST and have multiple peaks. Figure 17 (b) presents the tolerance bounds calculated using the approach of [18] , as it is the most similar to our method in using phase variability. Again, comparing these bounds with those presented in Figure 15 , we see some structural differences. There is an improvement in the mean function and the shape given the pre-alignment of the data, but the cross-sectional approach does not create true tolerance bounds of the underlying process.
The last row in Table 3 reports the calculated tolerance factor for the PQRST ECG dataset for 99% coverage with 95% confidence. Here, we used four principal components. Again, the mean tolerance score of the functions in this dataset is smaller than the computed tolerance factor.
6. Discussion and Future Work. We presented two methods for computing tolerance bounds for elastic functional data, i.e., functional data with random warping variability. For both methods, we used a combined amplitude and phase functional Principal Component Analysis model. The fPCA was used to define a convenient generative model, which is easy to sample from. This enabled the implementation of an efficient bootstrapping procedure to generate geometrically-motivated tolerance bounds. The second approach uses the multivariate Gaussian fPCA model directly to define tolerance regions, and to compute a corresponding cutoff value called the tolerance factor. Therefore, one can easily test whether a function falls inside or outside this tolerance region by computing a simple tolerance score using fPCA coefficients. We demonstrated the applicability of these two approaches on a simple simulated example as well as two real data examples with significant amplitude and phase variabilities.
In this work we have focused on phase and amplitude variability. Pointwise noise can always be troublesome and the preprocessing of the data to create functions has an impact on the constructed tolerance bounds. The method relies on the assumption that the input functions are smooth and differentiable. Thus, the amount of smoothing applied during the pre-processing stage can change the underlying shape of the tolerance bounds. Thus, care needs to be taken in this aspect. In our future work, we plan to quantify the robustness of the proposed procedure to such pre-processing steps.
Since the method relies on fPCA to construct tolerance bounds, certain irregularities that fall outside of the space spanned by the fPCA basis will be ignored. This is not a significant problem in our approach. In particular, one should select a sufficient number of fPCA basis functions to capture all relevant directions of variability; if one believes that small scale variability is important, then even basis functions with small eigenvalues should be included in the analysis. On the other hand, if the small scale irregularities are precisely the ones that should be identified, then leaving them out during the construction of the tolerance bounds is beneficial. Again, in our future work, we plan to study the effect of the number of fPCA basis functions used to construct the tolerance bounds.
We have identified several other directions for future work. First, we will explore the influence of the weight C in the combined amplitude and phase fPCA model on the resulting tolerance bounds and tolerance factor. In particular, we want to assess the effects on simulated confidence values. Second, in many applications, the functional data of interest may be more complex than the simple univariate functions considered in this work; some examples include shapes of curves, surfaces, and images. These more complicated data objects often exhibit different sources of variability, which must be taken into account when computing tolerance bounds.
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